
Service Availability - Unplanned Downtime 2009/10

Service Component Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Total

mins mins mins mins mins mins mins mins mins mins mins mins mins %

EUCLID 45 0 60 1900 1505 275 35 115 0 0 190 0 4125 99.22%

Central Virtual Learning Environ (WebCT) 0 91 330 255 335 0 20 5 0 240 0 0 1276 99.76%

Staff mail 66 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 196 99.96%

Student mail 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 99.99%

Exchange - mail and diary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 0 0 40 160 99.97%

MyEd portal framework 25 0 60 210 335 0 20 5 0 30 0 5 690 99.87%

Kinetix (KX) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 730 0 30 30 0 790 99.85%

Library Catalogue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 240 0 0 240 99.95%

University Website (Content Delivery) 0 0 60 15 335 0 0 5 0 240 0 0 655 99.88%

EASE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 30 99.99%

Support Groups file print 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 240 0 540 0 100 880 99.83%

HR 115 0 1500 0 0 0 0 0 180 0 0 0 1795 99.66%

e-Financials 0 0 60 210 335 0 0 90 90 120 170 0 1075 99.80%

ID Management 0 1235 0 10 0 130 240 0 0 30 0 0 1645 99.69%

Web and Database Reporting (BOXI) 30 0 60 210 0 20 0 0 0 30 0 75 425 99.92%

Central Wiki Service 20 51 60 0 335 0 20 15 0 40 0 0 541 99.90%

EBIS 95 120 2330 280 360 45 440 140 165 45 25 0 4045 99.23%

JOBS 95 120 2270 280 360 45 440 140 60 5 40 2255 6110 98.84%

RAE 0 0 2175 210 335 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 2735 99.48%

ThankQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 240 0 0 0 0 240 99.95%

Websites - Hosted Service 0 0 0 0 0 10 30 3015 195 540 0 3900 7690 98.54%

WISARD 0 0 60 210 335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 605 99.89%

Podcasting and Streaming Media 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 100.00%

Call Management Service 5 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 335 10 5 375 99.93%

496 1662 9025 3875 4570 525 1245 4865 690 2495 480 6445

1.7 5.7 30.8 13.2 15.6 1.8 14.5 16.6

Colour Coding Definitions:

99.9% up to 100% availability or up to 8.5 hours downtime in a year

between 99.5% and 99.89% or between 8.5 and 44 hours downtime in a year

below 99.5% or below 44 hours downtime in a year

events occurring either entirely or partially out of core hours (Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm)

Annual 

Availability %
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Once to resolve backup issues and once to resolve server memory issues

5) Supports group file print was unavailable on two occasions

6) staffmail unavailable on once occasion.

Once as print server MIS-Angel stopped responding and once as Orthos was 

restarted to address performance issues

Shut down for work to improve performance issues

3) EASE authenticated sites hosted on Morse were unavailable for an extended period of time

4) Jobs was unavailable on one occasion

unsuccessful upgrade of cosign module

Application errors rendered ColdFusion server unavailable. Downtime due to 

automatic restart.

1) Network issues affected CMS and myED

2) Unexpected outage affected the Exchange service

problems with network switches. No further investigation required.

cause to be determined - ongoing

July

Notes Cause(s)

7) The BOXI service was unavailable on two occasions

twice due to a restart after a period of idle time and once as the database crashed 

after work was carried out

4) The wiki was unavailable for a short period of time a-typical service failure, no further investigation

5) Kinetix was unavailableon one occasion testing of failover on accomodations services application

May

1) CMS was unavailable on two occasions both unexpected failures

2) Power outage at old college affecting Spike (websites -hosted service) and Ossian (Print service) power outage

3) EBIS was unavailable on three occasions

June

1) CMS was unavailable on one occaision performance issues linked to BOXi load tesing

2) The ColdFusion server crashed on 2 occasions affecting JOBS and EBIS cause to be determined - ongoing

3) JOBS and RAE were affected by an outage of MISLIVE, Morton and Niddry DB and ColfFusion servers restrated to resolve memory issues

4) EUCLID was unavailable on 6 occasions once as changes to memory parameters were made to allow for oracle streams to 

be set up, once to patch oracle streams, once to configure load balancer and SSL 

settings, once to resolve a database issue and two restarts after system failures

5) Kinetix was unavailable on one occasion testing of failover/failback process

6) eFinacials was unavailable on two occasions apply software patch from 3rd party provider



4) The HR system was unavailable on one occasion 

7) The Wiki was unavailable on one occasion No apparent reasons. Since no further crashes occurred over March and April, no 

full investigation will be undertaken

The main router at Kings Buildings was flooded with traffic from faulty equipment at 

the School of Engineering.  School staff will be taking measures to reduce the 

severity of any future failures.

6) Exchange Diary & Mail experienced 3 outages the cause of the first outage is under invertigation, the two remaining were caused 

by a intermittent network issues and a network upgrade at Kings Buildings

1) The ColdFusion server crashed on 6 occasions affecting JOBS and EBIS Ongoing CF crashes due to applications using large amounts of database 

connections and memory. Tuning of the database connections and CF server have 

reduced the number and length of crashes substantially over February till April  

2) The EUCLID service was unavailable on 10 occasions

3) The Websites Hosting service experienced 3 major outages and one minor The first was a major outage on one of our web hosting servers.

Second, a lengthy issue on SPIKE causing outages across the Projects and MSI 

sites.

The last major outage was 'webhost1' becoming unavailable for over a day after an 

unsuccesful failover to backup server.  

There was a minor outage of 5 minutes on Fenton while the we server was restarted 

to implement a redirect. 

March

4) Support Groups File Print and ThanQ suffered one outage This was caused by a power outage at Old College

7) BOXi was unavailabls on one occasion

5) A network disturbance cause outages on EUCLID, MyEd, UWS, WebCT, Wiki, Exchange, Jobs, 

EBIS and Podcasting and Streaming Media

April

1) The hosting service was affected by four outages twice due to memory issues, once as the server was restarted to inherit revised 

security policy and once due to a power outage at Old College

2) The ColdFusion server crashed on 5 occasions affecting JOBS and EBIS

8 times due to application failures, requiring restarts, once as essential 

maintenance work was carried out and once because of a network disturbance.

required a patch to be applied to fix bug

8) eFinancials was unavailable on one occasion essential software upgrade required downtime

maximum number of connects error, follow up work to address the error

8) JANET was unavailable on one occasion affecting WebCT, UWS and Library Catalogue network problems, further investigation required

cause to be determined - ongoing

3) The EBIS service was affected to 2 further outages database server required a restart afterreaching the maximum number of 

connections which impaired performance

6) eFinancials was unavailable on once occasion software update required restart.



1) The EUCLID service was unavailable on 3 occasions once for a short period due to server crash and one restart to improve deteriorating 

performance

7) The KB6 router required an unscheduled reboot affecting EUCLID, MyEd and WebCT deteriorating network speeds

6) Spike was unavailable for 30 minutes affecting Websites - Hosted Service ceased serving coldfusion pages - restart resolved the issue

November

2) The EUCLID service was unavailable for an extended period (in addition to item 3) database was unable to write to disk - cause to be determined

3) The load balancer failed causing outage on a number of services possible load balancer hardware fault - cause to be determined

1) The ColdFusion server crashed on two occasions affecting JOBS and EBIS Ongoing CF crashes due to applications using large amounts of database 

connections and memory. Tuning of the database connections and CF server have 

reduced the number and length of crashes substantially over February till April

server ceased after intermittent slow reponse 

December

5) The Spike web server required a restart

4) The BOXi server was restarted on two occasions once to resolve an issue caused by the maximum server connections being reached 

and once to resolve a memory error

January

3) The IDMS Portal was unavailable on one occasion while the MS SQL server was restarted. 

5) The ColdFusion server crashed on 8 occasions affecting JOBS and EBIS Ongoing CF crashes due to applications using large amounts of database 

connections and memory. Tuning of the database connections and CF server have 

reduced the number and length of crashes substantially over February till April

4) IDMS unavailable on one occaision Renewal of SSL certificates

service failure due to memory issues

1) The EUCLID service suffered 6 outages.  5 outages were due to application failure, 1 was due to 

a controlled restart to avoid application failure

Problems with automatic restarts. Has been raised with supplier and fixes have 

been implemented

February

2) The ColdFusion server crashed on five occasions affecting JOBS and EBIS Ongoing CF crashes due to applications using large amounts of database 

connections and memory. Tuning of the database connections and CF server have 

reduced the number and length of crashes substantially over February till April

3) The wiki was unavailable on one occasion No apparent reasons. Since no further crashes occurred in that month, no full 

investigation will be undertaken

9) Kinetix KX was unavailable over night the primary database failed and there was no auto-failover to backup.  Cause to be 

investigated.



cause to be determined - ongoing

Unsuccesful cetificate renewal and memory issues

7) The CMS server was restarted restarted to resolve ongoing problems with backups

6) The IDMS SQL server had to be restarted service failure possibly due to degraded network performance

5) UWS server restarted problems with deployment - server restarted and cache cleared to apply code fix to 

UWS

4) Staffmail encountered one outage storage went offline and had to be recovered

5) The ColdFusion server required 7 restarts on separate occasions after becoming unresponsive

4) ColdFusion server restarts resulted in both JOBS and EBIS being unavailable for a period of 

time

cause to be determined - ongoing

3) The main database server encountered memory problems affecting a large number of services

3) WebCT was unavailable on 3 occasions once as a certificate renewal failed; once as the as the admin server failed and once 

as a precautionary measure to avoid disruption over the weekend

1) The ColdFusion server required 10 restarts on separate occasions after becoming unresponsive, cause to be determined - ongoing

2) The main database server was unavailable for 60 minutes on one occasion causing disruption 

on BOXI, WebCT, Wiki, e-Financials, EBIS, EUCLID, HR, RAE, MyEd, UWS and WISARD

Hardware Failure

1) WebCT was unavailable on 2 occasions

Storage Maintenance8) Staff mail was unavailable during planned storage maintenance no interruption was expected, 

2) CMS was unavailable for 5 minutes to accommodate a change in configuration to improve Configuration Change

3) EUCLID experienced one outage Cause to be determined

7) The BOXI Service was unavailable on one occasion as it was not responding Cause Unknown - no further action

Cause Unknown - no further action

1) The HR service required a restart after becoming unresponsive Cause Unknown - no further action

2) The Wiki service was unavailable on one occasion out of core hours after it crashed and had to 

be restarted

Cause Unknown - no further action

3) IDMS portal and engine were unavailable due to certificate issues Certificate Issues

cause to be determined - ongoing

6) The WIKI service was unavailable on two occasions

4) The MyEd server crashed causing an outage

once was due to the web server reaching the maximum amount of threads it could 

August

September

October

1) The ColdFusion server crashed 5 times on separate occasions, affecting JOBS and EBIS 

services

2) EUCLID was unavailable on two occasions one client and web application failure (20 minutes) and one file system corruption 

requiring a full recovery (27 hours 50 minutes)

memory issues and urgent work carried out to prevent further failures


